We compute the asymptotic series for generating functions for lattice point problems in the plane. These generating functions are zeta functions associated to bodies in Euclidean space. Our tools are elementary.
Introduction
The Gauss circle problem and the Dirichlet divisor problem are classical questions concerning the number of lattice points in a convex body in the plane (see e.g. [6] ). Let R be an integer and let ν(R) denote the number of lattice points in the disc of radius √ R. Then ν(R) ∼ πR + O(R α ), where the conjectured value of α is 1/4 + . The best known value of α is a little less than 1/3. Similarly, let Δ(t) denote the number of lattice points in the hyperbolic triangle {(x, y) ∈ R 2 : x ≥ 1, y ≥ 1, xy ≤ t}. Then Δ(t) ∼ t log t + (2γ − 1)t + O(t α ), where a similar conjecture exists and a similar estimate holds for the exponent α.
The purpose of this note is to compute the asymptotic series of the generating functions for the quantities ν(R) and Δ(t). These generating functions can be viewed as weighted lattice point counts in bodies in R 3 : in the case of ν the body is a solid paraboloid, while for Δ it is a body bounded by two planes and a hyperboloid. Remarkably all terms in the asymptotic series for the generating functions are computable using the classical Euler-Maclaurin formula. The asymptotic series for ν has only one term beyond the one arising from the leading term πR; that for Δ has infinitely many terms. We do not know of any way in which these asymptotic series are relevant to the computation of the exponent α.
The key tool we use is the classical Euler-Maclaurin formula
where b i is the i-th Bernoulli number and B n (x) is the n-th Bernoulli polynomial; see e.g. [1] . Essentially all our estimates are repeated applications of this formula. There has been extensive work during the past two decades on generalizations of this formula to expressions giving the sum of the values of a function over the lattice points in a convex body in arbitrary dimension [7, 3, 4, 2, 8] . Although our sums involve such bodies, we make no use of those results and use only the classical, one dimensional, Euler-Maclaurin formula.
A variant of the Zeta function
Let Re s > 1, let u be a positive integer, and define
The function H(s; u) is a close relative of the zeta function, and we can study it using the Euler-Maclaurin formula. Thus
where
As a function of s this function is meromorphic for Re s > −N + 1 for all N , with a simple pole at 1 as for the zeta function. It is therefore meromorphic on the whole plane with a simple pole at 1. Note that we can extend the definition of R N (s; u) and H(s; u) to all u > 0 by using equations (2.1) and (2.2).
The Zeta function of a paraboloid
Let C be the solid paraboloid in R 3 ; that is,
We define the zeta function of the paraboloid (for Re s large) by
For any R ≥ 0, let ν(R) denote the number of integral points in the closed disc {(x, y) : x 2 + y 2 = R} of radius-squared R. Then for Re s large, we can sum over the horizonal discs and the sum up those discs to get
Our purpose is to study the behavior of Z(s) in the complex plane. We do this by "Euler Maclaurin for the paraboloid C".
By resumming vertically over the paraboloid instead of horizontally, we see that
A slight variant of the Euler-Maclaurin formula is the following. Let
Let Q denote the first quadrant in the plane. Then, using our notation,
Now we apply Euler-Maclaurin, first in the x direction and then in the y direction. Since H(s; x 2 + y 2 ) is an even function of both x and y, and since we are using the weighted sum, which gives rise to an even differential operator, all terms in the Euler-Maclaurin formula involving derivatives of H, except for the remainder term, vanish identically. So we get
Here is a fact about integrals. Let f be a rapidly decaying function. Then
We now use our expression for H(s; u). We get
In the next section we will prove the following results. 
Lemma 3.3. The remainder term
is analytic in the whole plane, it follows that
where M (s) is analytic for Re s > −N + 2.
Taking N large, we see that M (s) is actually analytic on the whole plane. This is the same trick as for ζ and H(s; u). So
Now let us recall the zeta function satisfies ζ(s) = 1 s−1 + entire. Therefore
is an entire function.
Comparing with equation (3.1), and using the definition of the zeta function
we see that Theorem 1. The sum
n s is a convergent series for Re s >> 0 which analytically continues to an entire function.
Incidentally we note that if we replace the sum in the definition of Z(s) with a weighted sum (weighting lattice points on the boundary of the paraboloid by 
Estimates on the remainder for Z(s).
To make further progress, we need two preliminary results. Our first Lemma is obvious by elementary calculus.
Lemma 4.1. Let a, b > 0 be integers and let f be an (a + b)-times differentiable function. Then there exist polynomials
P a,b q (x, y) such that D a x D b y f (x 2 + y 2 + 1) = a+b q=[(a+b)/2] P a,b q (x, y)f (q) (x 2 + y 2 + 1) where deg P a,b q ≤ 2q − (a + b).
Lemma 4.2. (see Bourbaki [1]) The Bernoulli polynomial B m {x} is bounded and
We now turn to the main estimates.
Proof of Lemma 3.3. We have
where F N (s) is a polynomial.
Since B N {x} is bounded, this integral converges if Re s > −N + 2.
Proof of Lemma 3.4. Fix M > 1 (later we will make M much larger than 2m). By equation (2.2),
and where
We first compute a m (s). Applying Lemma 4.1, we have Next, we compute e m,k (s). We again apply Lemma 4.1, to obtain
Last, we compute c m,M (s). We first note that if M is sufficiently large, R M (s; ·) is 2m-times differentiable. Then, applying Lemma 4.1
Letting M be sufficiently large, this integral converges for Re s > −m+2.
5.
A zeta function for a solid hyperbolic object
This is well defined for Re s large, and if Δ(n) is the number of integral points in the hyperbolic triangle {(x, y) ∈ Z 2 : x ≥ 1, y ≥ 1, xy ≤ n}, then
We will see that the singularity structure of Y is more complicated than that for Z; the asymptotic expansion of Δ(n) will have infinitely many terms. Resumming as before, we see that
H(s; xy).
whereQ is the "shifted quadrant" {(x, y) ∈ R 2 : x ≥ 1, y ≥ 1} in the plane. We apply equation (2.2), namely,
so that we get
The estimate on the remainder is easier than it was for Z(s). The function N (s; u) , where F N (s) is a polynomial, and We now use the fact that ζ(s)
Recalling that With some more work we can obtain the rest of the terms in this series:
A check shows that this formula also works for the b 2 term, so that 
